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A safe ride on the first day of school
Dattco drives into the region with a new location in Hebron
JACK LAKOWSKY
Chronicle Staff Writer

Kids arrive at school in one of Dattco’s 1,350 school buses. Based in New Britain, Dattco plans to open a location in
Hebron. Contributed photo
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Nervousness is an understandable
response from parents watching their kids
board a school bus.
Cliff Gibson and the team at the Devivo
and Tolomea Transportation Co., better
known as Dattco, want to ease any apprehension parents or communities feel on
that first day of school.
What started as a single bus route by
founder Louis Devivo in 1924, Dattco was
officially established in 1949. It is now a
third-generation, family-owned Connecticut-based business.
Today, Dattco employs more than 2,000
people and is headquartered in New
Britain, but has multiple offices, terminals and service facilities throughout New
England, including an upcoming location
in Hebron.
“Louis Devivo started with a single
bus route in New Britain and Plainville,”
Gibson said, referring to the company’s
founder. “The owner is here every day.
When someone calls, they’re speaking to
an expert.”
Gibson is the company’s chief operating
officer and has been with Dattco for 14
years.
The peace of mind Dattco aims to bring
to its riders and their families starts with
safety.
Gibson said advancing technologies have
allowed bus safety features to improve
immensely over the past few decades.
Dattco vehicles now have GPS tracking
and cameras.
Dattco focuses on respiratory safety as
well. Buses are switching to zero-emission
clean diesel and propane.
The company is also in the process of
experimenting with hybrid and electric
vehicles for its fleet.
Gibson said clean, efficient vehicles
lower the cost to the school district which,
in turn, saves money for taxpayers.
“Meetings always start with a discussion of safety. Parents want to know two
things,” Gibson said. “‘Is this a safe bus?’
and ‘Is this is a reliable driver?’”
Gibson said Dattco only hires the “best
and brightest” as drivers.
“We can teach them how to drive a bus,
there are things we can’t teach. We want
people who love kids, who are happy in
the morning and get along with the kids,
parents and teachers,” Gibson said.
He said one step the company takes in
hiring the “best and brightest” is a focus
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serves through its support of events and
charities.
In 2015, Dattco converted a decommissioned bus into the “DiscoveryBus” —
Plainfield school district’s mobile library.
The bus travels around town bringing
books and special guest readers to the
community.
In 2017, Dattco provided in-kind services to convert a decommissioned school
bus into a “Smart Bus” for Newington
public schools.
The Smart Bus travels around the district (and visits other districts) to provide
students and community members with
access to technology they wouldn’t otherwise have.
Each summer, Dattco donates a bus and
driver to the New Britain Public Library to
bring library services to the community.
The “Traveling Books” bus makes stops
across the city, all summer long.
“We believe community involvement is
just a part of being a good corporate citizen,” Gibson said.
For more information about Dattco, visit
www.dattco.com.
Follow Jack Lakowsky on Twitter - @
JLakowskyTC.
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